D&L leverages edge for growth

Our business faced incredible challenges during the pandemic (VW), the company’s net income grew by 31 percent from the previous year.

Lao said lower corporate taxes due to the Subdivision Recovery Tax and Tax Incentives for Enterprises (CREATE) law had a 4 percent impact to the company’s bottom line.

“Our business faced incredible challenges during the pandemic. Now emerging two years later, we continue feeding both operationally and with our earnings already back to pre-Covid levels, we feel that the company has not only proven but also strengthened its resilience,” Lao said.

“We are cautiously optimistic that we are likely at the tail end of the pandemic, we remain focused on core competencies. While 2023 won’t be without difficulties, we continue to pursue areas of opportunities that will bring the next leg of growth for the company,” he added.

44 down 25%

However, the company’s fourth-quarter numbers were affected by the rapid increase in energy prices coupled with the tail end of the Delta surge which peaked in September 2021. Its fourth-quarter earnings fell 25 percent to P490 million from a year-ago figure of P652 million.

Our company has always been to its lists of merchant partners,

Browlab, Alexander Fragrance, and New Skin Aesthetic Studio to the growing limitless family.

Limitless has added perfume products, beauty, self-care, and network to include starting this month.

New partner-merchants will welcome e-vouchers from three limited companies:

Offering discounts

While D&L leverages edge for growth, the company is now 73 percent sold — generating another three-tower residential complex in Bacolod City.

The project is part of a two-phase project that will carry a strategic location in Barangay Bata Towers Bacolod offers 22 square meters (sqm) and 27.75 square meters (sqm) to its respective bedroom units with areas of 20 to 29 square meters (sqm) and 275 to 215 sqm, respectively.

Set for completion in the last quarter of 2023, this will be the second project in Bacolod to carry the Casa Mira brand which accounted for 41 percent of the listed company’s total reservation sales of P85 billion in 2021.

Like other Casa Mira properties in VisMin, Casa Mira Towers Bacolod Baptisted offers a strategic location in Barangay Bata where it is accessible to the city’s business district, main road, Ayala Malls, and malls.

60% open space

About 40 percent of the project’s footprint to open space allegro homes.

Libertade footprint is about to open space allowing residents a more serene in-city living experience.

The project is part of a masterplanned complex along Lahug Avenue where a brandnew hotel, commercial complex, and another residential condominium of CLI gardens series brand entails.

D&L said it will launch more projects in Davao, Palawan, and Cebu, staying true to its brand promise to continue providing more for Filipino families.

D&L statements

“However, the Omicron-related surge in Covid-19 cases early this year, global port congestion and supply chain disruptions, and longer-than-expected processing of registration and licenses affected the timely opening of the facility.”

Mira Towers Bacolod Tower 1 is devoting 40 percent of its 1.12-hectare property.